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The Black Red White kitchen furniture offer includes not only a 
range of standard kitchen cabinets but also non-standard cabinets 
that give you the possibility to adjust the kitchen elements to the 
dimensions and shape of any interior. We will help you develop al-

most any difficult space, such as bevels, niches or awkward corners.

WIDE RANGE OF CABINETS 

EXPLORE THE ADVANTAGES OF SENSO KITCHENS

Discover our wide range of accessories to make working in the kit-
chen convenient and efficient. We offer you a multitude of advanced 
technological solutions, such as baskets, organisers, cargo, shelves or 
drawer organisation systems, which will allow you to maintain order 
and optimal management of the cabinet interiors, as well as take 
care of their aesthetic appearance.

FUNCTIONAL ORGANISATION OF 
CABINET INTERIORS

Fronts give furniture its character and create the style of the entire interior.
We have a wide range of fronts for you to choose from in different styles, 
colours and finishes. Solid and glass fronts, glossy or matt, milled or smooth, 
wooden, veneered or varnished. These are just some of the possibilities we of-
fer. The choice is near endless. Explore Black Red White's wide range of fronts 
and choose those that will fully meet your needs.

Choosing a custom-made kitchen fitting is a guarantee of a unique interior that will be perfectly tailored to your ne-
eds and tastes. When designing custom-made kitchens, we focus on excellent design, high quality materials and in-
telligent solutions. A great advantage of our kitchens is the possibility to make maximum use of every space, even the  
hard-to-reach ones, to use sophisticated shapes and unusual solutions, to build-in all home appliances and to select ergonomic 
inner equipment of cabinets. When planning a custom-made kitchen, you choose each element individually, so that your kit-
chen is original and one-of-a-kind. Discover the world of custom-made kitchens from Black Red White and find your inspiration.

30 TYPES OF FRONTS IN VARIOUS 
STYLES AND OVER 100 COLOURS TO 
CHOOSE FROM

The colour, shape and finish of the handles may add a final touch 
to your kitchen. Only when properly selected will they become a 

unique decoration. In our range you will find over 70 handle  
designs to suit both modern and classic kitchens, as well as  

convenient handles integrated with fronts. Choose your style from 
a lot of designs to choose from.

OVER 70 STYLISH 
HANDLE DESIGNS

47TH SCOTT AVENUE – NATURAL OAK/MATT GREY PEARL
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CAPITAL
The Capital range of kitchen furniture is a so-
phisticated modern design that has been  
created by combining style and the highest quality.  
Natural veneer, real wood, varnish on both 
sides of fronts, branded accessories and the 
widest range of additional equipment offer count-
less possibilities for creating a perfectly matched 
kitchen. Take the opportunity to create a kitchen 
that suits not only your taste but also your lifestyle.

Minimalism, so far associated with simple 
forms and cool, bright colours, acquires a new 
dimension. An interior becomes cosy and even 
more comfortable with warm accents in the 
form of accessories. Opt for this style in your 
kitchen and enjoy cooking and dining together 
in a relaxed, homely atmosphere.

COSY 
MINIMALISM 

1. Duo Wood wall clock, diameter. 
30 cm, | 2. James salt and paper mill 
set, | 3. Smoky Grey mug, 330 ml,  
| 4. Vario Fusion table, colour: bleached 
oak/black matt, | 5. Nina2 chair, colour: 
black/fabric Soro 90 Grey, | 6. Bona vase, 
beige, height 25,5 cm, | 7.  Husla butter 
dish with knife, dimensions 16x11x6 cm, | 
8. Eco pot, dimensions 13x12,5 cm, white, 
platinum, | 9. Kazuko dinnerware set, 18 
pcs, ceramics

49TH CORTESE AVENUE - GREY METEO

C O L O U R   P A L E T T E

BLACK 
MATT

LIGHT GREY 
MATT

ELEGANT 
PINK

WHITE 
COFFEE
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49TH CORTESE AVENUE - GREY METEO

pull-out table concealed 
behind drawer fronts

varnished front in 
the shape 

of a timeless 
frame

factory 
milled 
handle for 
the Cortese 
front

veneered 
wall panel

real oak 
imitation 
countertop

CAPITAL

Metal cabinets - as a complement to the kitchen range - are 
not only a way to store items, but also an interesting solution 
for displaying home decorations.
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42ND MARCHE AVENUE - LIGHT GREY MATT / 
84TH BOARD STREET - STONE OAK

42ND MARCHE AVENUE – BEIGE PEARL / 
38TH ELYSEE AVENUE - WITH L4 HANDLE – 
BLACK MATT

The contrasting combination of two colours, forms 
and textures in kitchen interior is an extremely  
effective way to achieve a spectacular effect. The 
beige frame fronts blend in perfectly with the 
smooth front panels in matt black.

FASHIONABLE COMBINATIONS

a new take on 
the classic 
frame-shaped 
front

1.  Acacia bowl, diameter 30 cm, |  2.  Tao herb chopper 
with cutting board, diameter, śr. 20 cm,  |  3.  Sandglass 
manual mill, 2x60 ml, Lamart

1

2

3

CAPITAL

subtle integrated 
handle in the 
front frame

varnished 
wood
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33RD SAPERAVI AVENUE – GREY METEO GLOSS
36TH SAPERAVI AVENUE VENEER – NATURAL CRUD OAK

Look how beautifully the cabinets in warm oak 
decor go together with the shiny, light grey upper 
elements and the distinct pattern on the floor. 
Such a combination allows to create unique and 
fashionable arrangements of the kitchen interior.

A KITCHEN 
WITH CHARACTER

1. Acacia salt and pepper mill set, | 2. Husla  
storage container set, 3 pcs | 3.  Tao serving  
board, 38x18.5x2.2 cm

1

2

3

integrated handle 
with black glass

veneered front 
in a modern 
version

29 countertop colours to 
choose from. Compose a table 
to suit your needs and tastes.

CAPITAL
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33RD SAPERAVI AVENUE – BLACK MATT33RD SAPERAVI AVENUE – 
NATURAL OAK / LIGHT GREY MATT

CAPITAL

The combination of natural oak and grey matt is 
the perfect formula for a beautiful and timeless  
interior. Every detail here determines its appearance. 
Just like black glass, which fills the space created by 
the precise milling of the handle lines. 

WITH A GLASS ACCENT

1. Tao knife block, dim. 10.5x10.5x23 cm, |  2.  James 
kettle, 3.2 l, |  3.  Eco storage container, 880 ml    

black matt 
varnish

modern, veneered 
front with 
visible wood 
grain

2

1

3
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Warm wood-coloured furniture counterletops and 
sides, as well as light gloss fronts create a muted, 
harmonious decor. This is a perfect solution for a 
kitchen where you spend a lot of time indulging in 
culinary delights.

HARMONY OF STYLE

38TH ELYSEE AVENUE 
WITH L0 HANDLE – ROSE/LIGHT GREY GLOSS

38TH ELYSEE AVENUE 
WITH  L0 HANDLE -  MAGNOLIA GLOSS

varnished 
fronts on both 
sides

decor 
reflecting 
the natural 
wood grain

subtle handle 
integrated 
with the front

Verona Rosa dinnerware set, 18 pcs, ceramics

CAPITAL
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38TH ELYSEE AVENUE WITH L4 HANDLE – LAVENDER MATT/GREY PEARL MATT
aesthetic finish of the island 
with an outer cover panel

CAPITAL

matt, 
varnished 
front

stylish 
countertop 
in slim version

CAPITAL
ISLAND 
IN THE KITCHEN

The kitchen island is the centre of  
family and social gatherings. Many  
cooking enthusiasts will find their place 
around the spacious island in an original 
lavender shade. Lavender - a derivative of 
violet, introduces a note of extravagance 
to the interior. It is the colour of creative 
people who are looking for new solutions.

1. Ultimo grill pan, 28 cm with Ilag coating,  
Ambition, |  2. Ultimo pot with lid, diameter  
24 cm with Ilag coating, Ambition

1

2
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38TH ELYSEE AVENUE WITH L4 HANDLE – BOTTLE GREEN MATT
railing system - a practical way to 
organise space on the wall

trendy bottle green 
in matt version

aluminium 
handle integrated 
with the front

BOTTLE 
GREEN

Here's a colour that will make a striking impression in 
the kitchen. Lively, energetic, beautiful. So as not to 
overshadow its charm, it’s discreetly accompanied by 
elements in grey matt. This is a kitchen for people who 
like to stand out!

CAPITAL
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38TH ELYSEE AVENUE WITH L5 HANDLE – CAPPUCINO MATT

CAPITAL

perfectly smooth 
varnished front in 
matt version

original line of the 
handle integrated 
with the front

gloss 
fronts

a system of professional 
and capacious cargo 

baskets for easy access to 
supplies 

CAPITAL

A cabinet separating the kitchen from the living room is a clever idea for 
organising space and displaying your favourite books and decorations.

CAPITAL
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a stylish shade 
of pastel pink

effective and 
energy-efficient 

LED lighting

46TH YORK AVENUE – DELICE MATT/BLACK MATT

front in the shape 
of a timeless frame

varnish in matt 
version

The delicate shade of pastel pink 
looks extremely interesting in the 
company of elegant black. Such a 
combination is a way of arranging an 
original and non-obvious interior for 
individualists. Attention is also at-
tracted by high cabinets with a row 
of glass-door cabinets exposing the 
kitchenware.

NONOBVIOUS 
COMBINATION

CAPITAL
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Bottom cabinets with drawers 
available in divisions of 4 and 5. 
Choose the drawer height that 
suits your needs.

1. Marrakesz desert plate, 20 cm, Lubiana, | 2. Marrakesz  
dinner plate, 26 cm, Lubiana, | 3. Marrakesz mug, 350 ml, 
Lubiana, | 4. Marrakesz salad bowl, Lubiana

MODERN 
CLASSICS

The 46th York Avenue fronts are timeless elegance that 
will never go out of fashion. Their universal design will 
suit both modern and classic interiors. The white of the 
fronts with a matt finish was broken with contrasting 
elements in black.

46TH YORK AVENUE -  WHITE MATT

CAPITAL glass-door cabinets 
with stylish 
mullions

granite farm-
house sink 
available in 
Black Red White 
offer

1

2

4
3
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Color Pop Blue dinnerware set, 
16 pcs, ceramics

47TH SCOTT AVENUE – INK /
47TH SCOTT AVENUE – WENGE OAK

varnish 
in matt version

capacious drawers 
with full extension slide

veneered 
front in matt 
version

CAPITAL

Simple, discreet-in-form furniture fronts 
with integrated handles perfectly reflect 
the minimalist approach to design, creating 
an interior full of subtle divisions. Kitchen 
fronts in an original colour combination are 
available in two finishes - natural veneer 
and modern matt varnish.

A DISCREET CHARM
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36TH NORDE AVENUE WITH  L2  HANDLE– NATURAL OAK /  
38TH ELYSEE AVENUE WITH  L2  HANDLE – MAGNOLIA MATT

varnish 
in matt 

finish

comfortable 
aluminium handle

CAPITAL

timeless 
veneered 
front

The large island is the centre of the  
kitchen interior. On a background of  
white high cabinets it is a strong decorative  
accent and is also indispensable for  
preparing everyday meals.

A STYLISH ISLAND

Color Pop Grey dinnerware set, 16 pcs, 
ceramics
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36TH NORDE AVENUE WITH L0/L146 HANDLE   - CRUD RUDE OAK / 38TH ELYSEE AVENUE L0  – GREY MATT

CAPITAL

1

2

3

1. Husla electric kettle,  |  2. Acacia tray, dimensions 47 x
20 x 4 cm, |  3. Manhattan Double Glass glass, 200ml

The stylistically coherent interior combines the 
functions of kitchen and living room. The contra-
sting combination of two decors - classic brown in a 
modern edition and cool grey - is an original combi-
nation which gives the interior a unique character.

KITCHEN OPEN  
TO THE LIVING ROOM

Colourful fronts liven up the kitchen and give it some character, while the practical, integrated handles emphasize the mo-
dern furniture design. Selected cabinets have a unique type of integrated handle L146, located in the middle of the front.

two versions of milled handles 
to choose from - long and short

intriguing 
combination 
of grey and 
classic brown

veneered 
fronts

32 33CUSTOM-MADE KITCHENS   |   CAPITAL 



What is close to nature is timeless and 
beautiful. Furniture in the unique oak 
veneer owes its unique appearance to 
the varied structure of the wood. Irre-
gular grains and clearly visible knots, 
cracks or discolourations as well as a 
beautiful play of light in the reflection 
of natural wood on the surface of the 
decor look extremely atmospheric.

NATURAL BEAUTY

36TH  NORDE AVENUE WITH L4 HANDLE - WILD CRUD OAK
38TH ELYSEE AVENUE WITH L4 HANDLE - BLACK MATT

CAPITAL

wall panel 
in fronts 
colour

natural and 
unique grain 
of the fronts

linear 
black 
handle
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43RD LUVAK AVENUE – LIGHT GREY/GREY GRAPHITE

varnished 
fronts with 
a neo-classical 
frame

The concept of an open kitchen, 
smoothly transitioning into the 
living room is not only an ideal 

way to enlarge the interior, but 
also a source of inspiration  

to spend even more time  
together with the family.

CAPITAL Design for demanding cu-
stomers. Precious marble 
and proud shades of elegant 
grey and graphite create a 
perfectly complementary 
whole. Plus, in the kitchen 
applied a classic frame sha-
pe with a modern twist. In 
a kitchen like this, you just 
want to stay longer... if only 
for one sip of your morning 
coffee.

MODERN CLASSIC

metal handle 
perfectly matching 

the style of the 
furniture
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43RD LUVAK AVENUE – CHAMPAGNE

CAPITAL

varnished front in matt version

Fine pot set, 8 pcs, GERLACH

Decorative crown mouldings and some beautiful accessories prove 
that the Luvak kitchen also looks good in a slightly more classic design.
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32ND MALBEC AVENUE – CHESTNUT OAK

handle with 
black glass

DARK CHOCOLATE

Dark veneered fronts with black glass handles and 
almost invisible, typical kitchen equipment – all this 
blurs the line between a kitchen and a room.

1

3

2

1.  Siro dish drying rack, dimensions: 43x32x25 cm,  
| 2. Natur spoon, Gerlach, | 3. Natur spatula with  
holes, Gerlach

 
veneered front 
with visible 
wood grain

The kitchen is open to the living room and 
forms a single, stylistically coherent whole with 
it. A great patent for warming up the image of 
the kitchen is to lay a stylish, soft carpet.

CAPITAL
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A n apartment straight out of  
Brooklyn, New York. If there is a room 
where the contemporary loft style looks 
particularly good, it is the kitchen. Glass, 
wood, metal, brick and concrete are  
great alternatives to the typical high-gloss  
white and other modern kitchen designs.

WITH A LOFT 
LIKE VIBE

TRAFFIC
Explore the modern kitchens from the  
Traffic group. Furniture that will surprise 
you with its abundant functionality, catch 
your eye with its unique style, and flexibly 
adapt to your home budget. You can choose 
the fronts, made of modern materials, ac-
cording to your expectations, just like the 
handles that will dot the i’s and cross the 
t’s in your kitchen kingdom. Play with style 
and colours to create your own image of the  
perfect kitchen.

84TH BOARD STREET WITH L4 HANDLE - METAL SLATE GREY / 
36TH NORDE AVENUE WITH L4 HANDLE - NATURAL CRUD OAK

C O L O U R   P A L E T T E

BLACK 
MATT

LIGHT GREY 
MATT

GREY STONELIGHT 
COFFEE

1. Ball vase, matt black, dimensions 
21xh. 20 cm, | 2. Round mirror on belt, 
dimensions 50xh87 cm, | 3. Keila table, 
colour: black/sibiu gold larch, | 4. Aka 
chair, colour: black/Print Monstera 
02 Gold Black, | 5. Plant pot on legs, 
black, dimensions 15.5x15.5x29.5 cm, 
| 6. Soho decorative basket, diameter 
24.5 cm,| 7. Standing clock, dimensions 
22x24x13 cm, | 8. Black ceramic vase, 
height 10 cm, | 9. Keiko dinnerware set, 
16 pcs, ceramics, | 10.  MDF table mat 
Mountains, black; diameter 38 cm

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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84TH BOARD STREET WITH L4 HANDLE - METAL SLATE GREY / 
36TH NORDE AVENUE WITH L4 HANDLE - NATURAL CRUD OAK vacuum cleaner integrated 

with the plinth

Color Pop Black dinnerware set, 16 pcs, ceramics

TRAFFIC
wooden 
drawer 

organization 
system

veneered, 
deeply aged 

front

metal cabinet 
in the island

LED lighting 
integrated with 

the cabinet
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98TH ELYSEE STREET WITH L3 HANDLE - GRAPHITE MATT/WHITE MATT
functional shelf system 
for corner cabinets

a practical 
organiser 
for kitchen 
accessories

modern
under cabinet
modular 
lighting

varnished 
front in matt 
version

 
aluminium 

handle 
integrated 

into the front 
surface

TRAFFIC
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The uniform colour of wall cabinets and the structu-
re of the base ones share the same shape of fronts 
and the characteristic copper-coloured handle. This 
gives the kitchen two faces that perfectly match 
each other.

A PERFECT DUO

97TH WEST STREET - TIBERO ASH/TRUFFLE MATT

1. Gusto spice rack with rotating stand, 12 pcs, | 2. Decorative  
placemat, two-coloured, diameter 38 cm, leatherette, | 3. Functional 
Form silicone brush, Fiskars

2

3

1

practical segregation baskets 
with a central cover

97TH WEST STREET –  MYSTICAL MATT/GREY TISANO OAK

TRAFFIC

matt front with 
visible wood grain

delicate frame 
design on fronts

Kitchen and dining room in one. 
Never again will you climb stairs 
with a tray full of cups filled with 
coffee. And in addition... You only 
have to look over your shoulder to 
keep an eye on the kids.
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84TH BOARD STREET WITH L1 HANDLE – STONE OAK / 
87TH SMOOTH STREET WITH L1 HANDLE – WHITE GLOSS

84TH BOARD STREET – BROWN FERRO / 
38TH ELYSEE AVENUE – BLACK MATT

The rust-coloured sheet metal decor is an accent 
that cannot be ignored. It beautifully breaks the 
black of the walls and the colour of the furniture bo-
dies. A kitchen like this calls for natural accessories 
and retro-style lamps.

RUSTY ACCENT

TRAFFIC

1. Modan Sugar container, 11.5x11.5x14 cm, | 2. Modan Coffee container, 
11.5x11.5x14 cm, | 3. Modan bread box 33x18x21 cm

2

3

1

decor of 
a unique 
structure 
in the 
copper-coloured 
shade

practical 
warming 
drawer

practical 
drawer 
organization 
system

non-standard 
upper 
elements - development 
of bevels

laminate with high 
resistance 
and strength
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84TH BOARD STREET WITH L4 HANDLE – TABAC OAK /
38TH ELYSEE AVENUE WITH L4 HANDLE – BLACK MATT

TRAFFIC

milled 
handle 
in body 
colour

varnish 
in matt 
version

elegant, dark wood decor 
perfectly matching 
the deep black

The kitchen island emerges from a contrasting 
background - a wall of tall cabinets in a deep 
oak shade. The combination of expressive 
wood decor with noble black is a proven duo.

THE POWER OF CONTRAST

1. Berry pot with glass lid, 20 cm/ 3.2 l, | 2. Berry  
saucepan, 16 cm/1.9 l,  | 3. Berry steamer, 16/18/20 cm

1

2

3
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1. Sahara dinner plate, 26.5 cm, | 2. Sahara 
mug, 330 ml, | 3. Sahara bowl, 15 cm

84TH BOARD STREET CHROMIX WHITE WITH L2 HANDLE
comfortable handles mounted on 

the front of the cabinet

It is a kitchen that offers great possibilities of  
arrangement. The unusual height of the unit allows 
you to arrange the space in an interesting way.  
Instead of tall cabinets hiding everything, you 
can add decorations here and give the interior  
character.

WITH A MODERN TOUCH

The addition of metal elements to the furniture design will be ideal for any interior.
Wooden shelves are the best match for metal racks and the wall in the background can be made of concrete or stone.

TRAFFIC

1

2

3

possibility 
to choice 
the shelves 
colour

modern version of the 
front with integrated 
metal handle

practical metal 
cabinets
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85TH PLAY STREET WITH L4 HANDLE – WHITE ECRU / 
84TH  BOARD STREET WITH L4 HANDLE - LINCOLN 
WALNUT

85TH PLAY STREET WITH L4 HANDLE - ANTHRACITE ECRU / 
84TH BOARD STREET WITH L4 HANDLE – LANCELOT OAK

A beautiful composition of timeless white, walnut brown and black 
accents create a neutral, unobtrusive style in which it is nice to cook 
something delicious. The combination of two different textures 
adds elegance and class to the kitchen, while the black handles pro-
vide a beautiful contrast and blend in perfectly with the modern 
home appliances.

A NEW DIMENSION OF ELEGANCE

TRAFFIC

mirror-gloss 
fronts with a hint 
of ecru with 
a reinforced 
coating

optimum 
use of space

! 
pearl gloss

front

In an open space, high-gloss furniture 
looks extremely elegant and modern. 
The kitchen fronts in a unique, almost 
mirror-like gloss are covered with a 
special coating, which makes them 
easy to care for and resistant to light 
mechanical damage. 

metal frame 
for kitchen cabinets

! 
pearl gloss

front
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87TH SMOOTH STREET WITH L2 HANDLE – GREY STEEL87TH SMOOTH STREET  WITH L1 HANDLE –
DARK OXID / KOBE MATT

varnish 
with a matt 
finish

aluminium 
handle 
integrated 
with the front

glass front 
with aluminium 
frame

practical metal 
handle

convenient USB socket 
hidden in the countertop

1

Dark kitchen with a unique design. The grey co-
lour on the horizontal arrangement of the base 
cabinets is adjacent to the glossy black glass of 
the vertical displays. The whole composition is 
finished with an architectonic frame.

A KITCHEN WITH CHARACTER

2

1. Vulcano bowl, 10.7 cm, | 2. Vulcano dinner plate, 26.8 cm,  
|  3. Vulcano deep plate, 20.2 cm

3

TRAFFICTRAFFIC
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impressive finish of cabinets with cover panel 
highlighting the visual qualities of the kitchen

A DISCREET CHARM 
OF ELEGANCE

Monochromatic cabinet installations and light from 
the large window create an interior which helps you 
to relax. The combination of white and the warm sha-
de of wood adds elegance and class to the kitchen, 
and the black handles introduce a beautiful contrast 
and perfectly match the modern kitchen appliances.

94TH CORTESE STREET WITH Z1 HANDLE - WHITE SUPER MATT

1

2

3

1. Tao teapot, 1000ml, | 2.  Manhattan Double Glass glass, 
380ml, | 3. Kyoto salt and pepper shaker set, diameter 
6.2x13 cm

decorative 
cabinet finish in 
the colour of the 
countertop

modern 
front  
with a delikate 
frame

Create a table to suit 
your needs - choose 
the type of frame, 
colour and size of the 
countertop!

TRAFFIC
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G lamour in the kitchen is synony-
mous with elegance and high quality 
finishing. Contemporary glamour sty-
le rejects glamour in favour of subtle 
luxury, which it achieves through de-
tails. Fluted fronts and gold handles 
add taste and sophistication to the 
glamour kitchen.

GLAMOUR 
STYLE 

KITCHEN

ROYAL
Royal interiors need a noble setting. Royal kitchens 
are a wide selection of fronts made of natural wood, 
as well as high quality panels covered with durable 
varnish. All in a timeless, classical style, the hall-
marks of which are expressive carvings, millings or 
elaborately made handles. Inside, there are many 
functional solutions that you can select yourself. 
Just like the accessories with a lifetime guarantee 
of quality that will ensure that you feel as comforta-
ble as possible every day.

FRIGG - MOCHA OAK

C O L O U R   P A L E T T E

TOBACCOCAFE 
MACCHIATO

IRBISTOFU

1

2

3

4

7

6

5

9

8

10

11

1. Wall clock, metal, diameter 70 cm, | 2.  Decorative white little 
bird, dimensions 7.5x6x12 cm, | 3. Fala jug, 330 ml, Ambition, | 
4. Bella cup, 200 ml with saucer, diameter 15 cm, | 5. Ceramic 
vase, dimensions 14x14x15 cm, | 6. Bawaria P chair, colour: 
walnut/fabric Navy blue, | 7. DSTO 150 table, colour: walnut,  
| 8. Noblesse drink glass, 375 ml, Nachtmann, | 9. Noblesse 
drink glass, 295 ml, Nachtmann, | 10. Bella dinner plate, 26 cm,  
| 11. Decorative standing clock, gold, 19x6xh25 cm



ROYAL

practical drawer 
organization system

Mori Green dinnerware set, 18 pcs, ceramics

SHADES OF CLASSIC DESIGN
Classic kitchens are like diamonds. They never age. Sty-
lized fronts, refined details and modern solutions for 
organizing the inside of cabinets and storing products 
will allow you to create your own individual space.

varnished front 
in the shape 
of a timeless 
frame

gentle 
metal 
handles

sturdy wooden 
countertop

decorative 
pilasters

original split 
glass-door 
cabinet

KASETTA - GREY GRAPHITE
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TORETTO - INK

stylised, gold-coloured 
handles

Navy blue is a colour full of elegance and style. Wooden 
fronts in ink beautifully match the noble shade of grey. 
Graphic shapes of furniture look great against the back-
ground of such a kitchen. Class and elegance of its own.

IN A BEAUTIFUL SETTING

Astrid Blue dinnerware set, 18 pcs, porcelain

ROYAL

decorative wall 
panel in counter-
top colour

wooden front 
refined with 
ink-colour 
varnish  

decorative 
mullions 
in glass-door 
cabinets
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FRIGG - MOCHA OAK

ROYAL
CLASSIC OF THE GENRE

decorative 
crown 
strip

classic 
wooden 
front

decorative millings

The kitchen is refined with deep decorative 
millings and becomes more chic when combi-
ned with elegant handles. Its lightness is ad-
ded by tasteful hanging glass-door cabinets. 
Under the facade of classics, the kitchen hides 
modern solutions increasing its functionality.

1

2

3 4

5

1. Daisy serving plate, 33 cm, | 2. Daisy side plate, 27 
cm, | 3. Daisy salad bowl, 17 cm, | 4. Daisy cup, 200 
ml, | 5. Daisy saucer, 14.5 cm
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IMPEROR – BIANCO OAK

ROYAL

classic range hood available 
in front colours

natural 
wood

A kitchen designed in the spirit of classicism emana-
tes with the tranquillity and charm of past eras. In the 
traditional interior there is also room for an island — 
a creation of contemporary design. Isn’t it beautiful?

THE ESSENCE OF CLASSIC 
DESIGN

Simple furniture arrangement, where both function and decorative value are equally important. Decorative milled lines and 
delicate handles add a touch of elegance to the fronts. This makes them the essence of a classic kitchen design. The display 
topped with a decorative moulding, showcasing your favourite tableware watches over everything.

delicate 
metal 
handle

glass-door 
cabinet placed 
on the 
countertop 
with decorative 
millings and 
metal mullions

Astrid dinnerware set, 18 pcs, porcelain
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GLADIO – MOCHA OAK

natural 
wood

decorative 
knob-type 
handle

2
1

3

The displays grouped in two hanging rows gave way to a large window providing the countertop with additional light. 
Massive fronts made of solid wood are decorated with a subtle handle with a lace rim.

classic front with subtle 
frame finish

ROYAL

1. Monstera table mat, gold, dimensions: 45x37 cm,  
|  2. Husla salt and pepper mill set, | 3. Acacia nut set,  
dimensions: 18x5.8 cm
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ELENORE – MARZIPAN
practical system of internal division 
of drawers made of solid wood

natural 
wood

ROYAL

decorative 
knob-type 
handle
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ROYAL

DRAGGO – LIGHT GREY / INK

solid metal 
handles

varnished 
wood

Verona Aqua dinnerware set, 18 pcs, ceramics

BLOTCH OF COLOUR
Traditional kitchen with... attitude! Beautiful, subdued 
in colour, the furniture has created a beautiful, cosy 
space that comes to life thanks to the navy blue blotch. 
Look at the wall cabinet installations. That’s what will 
catch the attention of all of your guests.

natural 
veneer

glass-door cabinets 
with decorative 
mullions
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ROYAL

KASETTA – LIGHT GREY

delicate, 
spot handles

The grey, varnished fronts and a functional island somewhat change the character of the kitchen maintained in a simple, classic style. 
However, a sudden turn towards modernity is hampered by traditional millings and beautiful displays, filled right up to the ceiling with 
beautiful dinnerware and accessories.

functional organisers 
for high drawers

Granitec frying pan, diameter 24 cm 
with Ilag coating, Gerlach

varnished 
front
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There isn't a person who doesn't like 
the classic style. The versatility of kitchen 
furniture in this style allows you to play 
with accessories. White furniture fronts 
with contrasting black handles will perfec-
tly complement gold or silver decorations.

FOR THE LOVE 
OF TRADITION

SENTIMA
A love for classicism can also be reflected in the kitch-
en. Explore the kitchens fronts from the Sentima 
group and discover the most economical solutions 
for custom-made furniture at attractive prices. You 
can choose your own style from many available de-
signs and colours of fronts, and ensure the functional-
ity of the interior by choosing professional accesso-
ries and additional elements.

KASETTA - WHITE CANADIAN

C O L O U R   P A L E T T E

GREY  
STONE

BALTIC SKYWINTER 
CLOUDS

GREY FOX

1

2

3

4

8

7

6

5

9

10

11

1. Silver ceramic vase, dimensions 20x4.5x16 cm,  
| 2. Claudette kettle, 1.2 l porcelain, | 3. Claudette cup with 
saucer, 390 ml. porcelain, | 4. Tunea cutlery set, 24 pcs Gerlach,   
| 5. Lucan 2 table, colour: white, | 6. Lucan chair, colour: white/
tk. Salvador 17 Grey, | 7. Claudette sugar bowl, porcelain,  
| 8. Collins Long glass, 300 ml, | 9. Collins glass, 310 ml,  
| 10. Gold Leaf placemat, 36x48 cm, | 11. Apple, diameter 12cm



PIERWSZA MIŁOŚĆ - LIGHT BEIGE

SENTIMA

The form and stylish decorations of the fronts refer to the past. Classic furniture is complemented 
by rustic home appliances and tiles in strong colours balancing between black and graphite.

fronts from 
the Sentima line 

are also available 
in an aged - patinated 

version

deep, regular 
grooves increase 
the visual appeal 

of the kitchen

1. Folk table mat, diameter 38 cm, | 2. Vintage  
Sugar container, diameter 10.7x13 cm, | 3.  Vintage 
Coffe container, diameter 10.7x13 cm

1

2

3

Patination, or ageing, is one of the most popular ways to finish  
furniture fronts in a striking way. The decoration of the front with a 
patinated coating gives it a unique, aged look.
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The right equipment can completely change 
the kitchen. To ensure the highest comfort of 
work, we offer you a whole lot of advanced 
technical solutions. We will not only ensure 
the order and optimal arrangement of the in-
terior of cabinets but also their aesthetic ap-
pearance. Find out how small items and some 
clever solutions can give everyday life a com-
pletely different taste.

A KITCHEN 
WITH NO LIMITS

in the offer of Black Red White:

• WIDE RANGE OF ASSORTMENT
• MODERN EQUIPMENT FROM  

TRUSTED BRANDS
• APPLIANCES INCLUDED AS A STANDARD 

(selected cabinet models)

HOME APPLIANCES

The functional baskets facilitate the  
organisation of work in the kitchen, and 
the use of the full-extension slides and soft  
close makes it even more comfortable.

EQUIPMENT

Waste segregation system is a convenient 
solution that makes everyday work in the 
kitchen easier. The set also includes a metal 
cover, which can be used as a shelf.
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Every element of a well-designed kitchen 
is equipped according to the needs and 
expectations of users. Properly selected 
accessories allow you to enjoy cooking and 
eating.

Rotary shelves are solutions that will help you to 
make optimal use of the space in corner cabinets. 
Thanks to them you will be able to utilise even 
the most inaccessible corners of the kitchen ca-
binets.

Tower-type cargo basket provides comfor-
table and ergonomic storage of supplies. 
The internal drawers can be freely arranged 
and adapted to your individual needs. 

The system of professional cargo baskets will 
allow you to efficiently organise space. Easy 
access to supplies and capaciousness are un-
doubted advantages of such a solution.

The pull-out shelves with soft close allow you 
to make full use of the space available. They are 
perfect for base kitchen cabinets.

The number of essential supplies, dishes and 
equipment in the kitchen makes it necessary 
to use organisation systems inside the cabi-
nets. This is the only way to reduce the num-
ber of displayed items.

The Blum internal drawer system pro-
vides plenty of space for products and 
direct access to them on three sides.

STORAGE

The subtle dividers and organisers for 
drawers are accessories which will make it 
easier for you to maintain order and ensu-
re that everything is in place.
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LIGHTING

Functional and energy efficient lighting 
solutions are an unconventional way to 
change every interior.

The lighting mounted on the bottom of upper 
cabinets will illuminate the countertop in the 
kitchen, greatly facilitating the preparation of 
meals.

Integrated LED with a cabinet top dedica-
ted to admirers of technological innova-
tions who value above all quality and eco-
nomy, as well as care for the environment.

The LED luminaire will work perfectly for 
illuminating countertop, the interiors of 
cabinets, as well as displays in a kitchen in 
every style.

A dedicated drawer lighting is a practical 
solution for precise illumination of this spa-
ce, making it easier to access its contents.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

Modern solutions increase the  
functionality of the kitchen interior. 
Various accessories, not necessarily  
intended to be used in the kitchen, may 
prove to be extremely helpful also in 
the kitchen.

The USB socket hidden in the countertop is 
a functional part of kitchen equipment. It is  
almost invisible, so it does not get in the way of the  
countertop aesthetics and remains a neutral 
part of the equipment.

Thanks to the AVENTOS lift system, the one-
-piece front can be easily opened upwards 
and stopped in any position. It is ideal for use 
in upper cabinets.

The iMove system turns a traditional upper 
cabinet into modern and ergonomic storage 
space, so you can enjoy full access even to the 
highest shelves.

The socket discretely hidden in the coun-
tertop allows for the free use of any kit-
chen appliances requiring direct access to 
electricity, such as a blender, food proces-
sor, or a juicer.
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blackgrey graphite

tabac oakoiled oak flooring strip patterngolden oak stone oaklancelot oak 

volcanoporfido grafito

gold graniteferro brown

ladabiatira marble

gold caspioindustrial marcasite

palatino marbleporfido crema kashmir white marmur debesis metropolitan

aris travertine

29 COLOURS FOR CUSTOM-SIZED 
COUNTERTOPS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

crystalline white chromix white

valentino marble district darkmetal slate grey

oiled dark acacia flooring strip 
pattern

old woodlincoln walnut

white alpine champagne

chestnut

grey grenola

wenge

BODIES

COUNTERTOPS

CABINETS

ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS

When you order kitchen furniture from the Senso Kitchens collection, you decide every element of your kitchen. You 
can choose from a wide range of countertops, materials and front designs, handle types and lighting, body colours, 
interior equipment and, above all, cabinet types.

Senso Kitchens' range of custom-made kitchen furniture includes a wide selection of standard kitchen cabinets and 
the possibility of making non-standard cabinets, allowing for functional built-in of non-standard spaces. Custom-made 
kitchens are the perfect alternative for optimising both small kitchens, where every centimetre is worth its weight in 
gold, and large open-plan combined spaces. With the use of non-standard cabinets you can furnish any space, even the 
most inconspicuous.

The Senso Kitchens equip-
ment range is based on only 
the best solutions from our 
trade partners. Thanks to 
modern accessories, kitchen 
cabinets and drawers open 
easily and close quietly and 
evenly. Such equipment also 
allows convenient access to 
the inside of furniture, even 
deep ones.

In our range of custom-made kitchen furniture, we 
have cabinets for various purposes and sizes.
Among the many cabinet models you will find.

• UNDER COUNTERTOP CABINETS IN VARIOUS 

HEIGHTS AND DEPTH

• UPPER COUNTERTOP CABINETS

• HIGH AND MEDIUM BUILT-IN CABINETS

• HANGING CABINETS IN VARIOUS HEIGHTS AND 

DEPTHS

• CABINETS FOR BUILT-IN HOME APPLIANCES

• CORNER CABINETS IN VARIOUS SIZES

• CABINETS WITH SHELVES OR DRAWERS

• MODELS WITH SOLID AND GLASS FRONTS

• CABINETS WITH CURVED FRONTS
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pearl
copper 

sesame

grey

light grey

snow white 

porcelain

scandinavian

milk

chalky
white

latte

magnolia

white patina  

pigeons

pearl
grey

grey pearl

grey graphite

tea colour

light grey 

grey
meteo

stylish
grey

graphite

navy blue

coastal blue 

parchment

l’azure

parisian

atlantic

azure

blue

lavender

ink

orchid

black

lilac

granite

sand

grey beige  

jasmine

marble

brown

cappucino

seashell

porto  

cream 

oyster
white 

white
cream  

delice

rose

mokate

chestnut
oak

wenge
oak

32nd malbec avenue
material: wood, veneered board,
natural veneers

36th norde avenue
material: veneered board,
natural veneers,
aged veneer

47th scott avenue
material: HDF board, varnish
available only in matt

Available in colours:  
2, 3, 7, 12, 20, 29, 50, 52, 
59-63

Available in colours: 1-58Available in colours: 1-58

Available in colours: 59-63

Available in colours: 1-58

Available in colours:  
2, 3, 7, 12, 20, 29, 50, 52,  
59-63 oraz 64-67

Available in colours: 1-58Available in colours: 1-58

33rd saperavi avenue
material: MDF board, varnish
available in gloss and matt

38th elysee avenue
material: MDF board, varnish
available in gloss and matt 

43rd luvak avenue
material: HDF board, varnish
available only in matt

49th cortese avenue
material: HDF board, varnish
available only in matt

42nd  marche avenue
material: wood, veneer,
MDF board

46th york avenue
material: wood, veneer,
MDF board

latte oak

natural oak

canadian oak

11

12

13

14

15

16

19

20

17

18

62

63

avocado

beige
pearl

bottle
green

aquamarine

champagne

light beige

beige

honey

52

51

53

54

55

56

57

58

avocado

beige
pearl

bottle
green 

aquamarine

champagne

light beige

beige

honey

52

51

53

54

55

56

57

58

31

32

33

34

35

36

39

40

37

38

42

41

43

44

45

46

47

49

50

48

natural
rude oak

crud oak
wild

crud
rude oak

21

22

23

24

25

26

29

30

27

28

65

66

64 67

dąb crud 
rude

01

02

03

04

05

06

09

10

07

08

59

61

60

09

10

 

47th scott avenue 
material: wood,
veneered board

Available in colours: 59-63

33rd saperavi avenue 
material: veneered board,
natural veneers,
aged veneer

Available in colours:  
59-63 oraz 64-67

CAPITAL FRONTS

Available in colours: 1-58

84th board street
material: laminated board

97th west street
material: HDF board, PVC foil
with horizontal grain in option

94th cortese street
material: MDF board, PVC foil
with horizontal grain in option

96th york street
material: HDF board, PVC foil
with horizontal grain in option

87th smooth street
material: MDF board, PVC foil
with horizontal grain in option

Available in colours: 
68-74

Available in colours:  
75-109

Available in colours:  
1-58, 75-109

Available in colours: 
1-58, 75-109

Available in colours:  
75-118

Available in colours:
1-58

Available in colours:
119-120

98th elysee street
material: MDF board, 
varnish, vailable in gloss 
and matt

85th  play street 
material: laminated 
MDF board

Available in colours:
1-58

91st court street
material: MDF board,
varnish, available
only in matt

pearl
copper

orchid

seashell

porto  

cream  

oyster
white

white
cream

delice

rose

mokate

42

41

43

44

45

46

47

49

50

48

grey

light grey

snow white 

porcelain

milk

chalky
white

latte

magnolia

white

01

02

03

04

05

06

09

10

07

08

pigeons

pearl
grey

grey pearl

grey graphite

tea colour

light grey 

grey
meteo

stylish
grey

graphite

11

12

13

14

15

16

19

20

17

18

parchment

parisian

scandinavian

patina  

navy blue

coastal blue  

l’azure

atlantic

azure

blue

lavender

ink

21

22

23

24

25

26

29

30

27

28

sesame

black

lilac

granite

sand

grey beige  

jasmine

marble

brown

cappucino

31

32

33

34

35

36

39

40

37

38

09

10

TRAFFIC FRONTS

white 
gloss

white
ecru

110

119

jasmine
gloss

anthracite
ecru

111

120

beige
gloss

113

vanilla
gloss

112

sand
gloss

116

grey
gloss

117

black
gloss

118

light grey
gloss114

mohave
gloss

115

truffle matt85

white smooth77

76 white
canadian

75 white
super matt

alabaster
matt

80

mussel 
matt

81

acacia82

magnolia
pearl78

light grey
matt

79

83 light 
beige

84 ashmere

capri 106

black 
matt

109

grey loire
oak

108

green
ontario

107

kobe
matt

105

ferro101

grey steel102

light
oxid

100

metallic
titanium

98

dark
oxid

99

pacific96

cobalt
metallic

97

grey
wolfram

103

mystical
mattt

104

nature
halifax oak

90

grey tisano
oak

91

tibero
ash

92

catania
oak

94

wenge oak
magic

95

riviera
oak

88

structure
oak

89

sonoma oak87

marone86

tabac
halifax oak

93

tabac
oak71

chromix white68

stone oak69

lancelot oak70

lincoln
walnut

72

brown
ferro

73

metal slate
grey

74
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truffle matt85

white smooth77

76 white
canadian

75 white
super matt

alabaster
matt80

mussel 
matt

81

acacia82

magnolia
pearl78

light grey
matt

79

83 light 
beige

84 cashmere

ferro101

grey steel102

light
oxid

100

metallic
titanium98

dark
oxid99

pacific96

cobalt
metallic

97 capri 106

black matt109

grey loire
oak

108

green
ontario

107

kobe
matt

105

grey
wolfram

103

mystical
matt

104

nature
halifax oak

90

grey tisano
oak

91

tibero
ash

92

catania
oak

94

wenge oak
magic

95

riviera
oak

88

structure
oak

89

sonoma oak87

marone86

tabac
halifax oak

93

parchment

pearl
copper

Kasetta
HDF board, varnish,
available only in matt

Gladio
material:
wood blank

Toretto
material: wood, veneer,
MDF board, varnish,
available only in matt

Draggo
material: wood, veneer,
MDF board, varnish,
available only in matt

bianco oak ecru oak

honey oak walnut

mocha oak

marzipan - *
Elenore

brown alder - *
Elenore

chestnut oak

sesame

avocado

beige
pearl

bottle
green

aquamarine

champagne

light beige

beige

honey

52

51

53

54

55

56

57

58

grey

light grey

snow white

porcelain

scandinavian

milk

chalky
white

latte

magnolia

white

01

02

03

04

05

06

09

59 61 63 65 67

10

60 62 64 66

07

08

patina  

pigeons

pearl
grey

grey pearl

grey graphite

tea colour

light grey  

grey meteo  

stylish grey

graphite

11

12

13

14

15

16

19

20

17

18

navy blue

coastal blue 

l’azure

parisian

atlantic

azure

blue

lavender

ink

black

lilac

granite

sand

grey beige

jasmine

marble

brown

cappucino

31

32

33

34

35

36

39

40

37

38

orchid

seashell

porto  

cream  

oyster
white

white
cream  

delice

rose

mokate

42

41

43

44

45

46

47

49

48

21

22

23

24

25

26

29

30

27

28

50

Available in colours: 1-58 Available in colours: 
2,3,7,12,20,29,50,52

Available in colours:
59,61-65

Available in colours: 
2,3,7,12,20,29,50,52,59,61-65

Draggo
material: wood,
veneer, MDF board

Available in colours: 
59, 61-65

Elenore
material:
wood blank

Available in colours: 
60,66

Imperor
material:
wood blank

Available in colours:  
59, 61-65

Frigg
material:
wood blank

Available in colours: 
59, 61-65

   varnished front       wooden front          veneered front

ROYAL FRONTS SENTIMA FRONTS
Kasetta
material: MDF board, PVC foil
patinated version in option

Tuzin Róż
material: MDF board, PVC foil
patinated version in option

Pierwsza Miłość 
material: MDF board, PVC foil
patinated version in option

Available in colours: 
75-109

Available in colours: 
75-109

Available in colours: 
75-109
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MODERN

CAPITAL TRAFFIC

CABINET BODIES

GNWU-
60/95-PV*

DNZREG-
30/207

DNZREGTE-
30/207

DNZ-
30/82

GNZ-
30/95

DNZUF-
30/82-L/L

DNW-
90/82-P/P

GNW-
60/95-P/P

DNWU-
90/82-P

DNW-105/82-P DNW-120/82-P DC-45/82-C

GNWU-
60/95-P

GNWU-
60/72-PV*

GNZ-
30/72

GNW-
60/72-P/P

GNWU-
60/72-P

DSWT/5- 
(DSWI/5-) 
45/207-P/P

DSWT/5- 
(DSWI/5-) 
60/207-P/P

D-45/207-
P/P

D-60/207-
P/P

D-30/207
-C/C

D-30/207
-P/P

DC-
15/82-C

DC-
30/82-C

D-45/136-P

D-45/136-PV* DPSM-60/82-S
DPST-(DPSI-)
60/82-S

DL-60/136-P DP-60/136-P/B

DM-
60/71

DM-
60/57

DM-
45/71

DM-
45/57

DP45-60/136-P/BDNWP-
105/136-P/B

DNWP-
120/136-P/B

DL-60/207-P/P
DL/NT160-
60/207-P/P
DL/NT180-
60/207-P/P

DP-
60/207-
P/P

DPP45O-
60/207-
P/O

DPP37O-
60/207-
P/O

DPP37-
0/207-
P/O/O

DPP37SI/5-
60/207-
2S/O/O

GOA-60/72-OV/OV*

GOA-60/57-O*

GOA-60/57-OV*

GOA-60/72-OV/O*

GOA-90/72-OV/OV*

GOA-90/57-O*

GOA-90/57-OV*

GOA-90/72-OV/O*

GOA-
60/72-O/O

GOA-
90/72-O/O

DLO-60/230-
P/P/O
DL/NT160-
60/230-P/P/O
DL/NT180-60
/230-P/P/O

DP- 
60/230- 
P/P/O

DPSI/4-
60/207-
2S/P

DPP37SI/5- 
60/207-
2S/O

DPP45SI/5-
60/207-
2S/O

DO-45/230-
P/P/O

DREGTE-
60/207/32

DREG-
60/207/32

GOO-
60/50-O

GP35-
60/43

GOY-60/36-O
GOO-60/36-O

GOY-80/36-O
GOO-80/36-O

GOY-90/36-O
GOO-90/36-O

G-45/95-PV* G-45/95-PV2*

G-45/57-PV* G-45/57-PV2*

G-60/95-PV* G-60/95-PV2*

G-60/72-PV* G-60/72-PV2*

G-60/57-P GOO-
60/50-O

GO-60/72-P GO-80/72-L/P GO-90/72-L/PG-60/57-PV* G-60/57-PV2*

G-15/72

D-15/82

G-15/95

D-30/82-P

DSM/5-
30/82-2S/S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)
30/82-2S/S

DSM/5-
30/82-S/3S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)
30/82-S/3S

DSM/4-
30/82-2S
DST/4-
(DSI/4-)
30/82-2S

DSM/4-
30/82-S/2S
DST/4-
(DSI/4-)
30/82-S/2S

G-30/95-P

D-45/82-P

DSM/5-
45/82-2S/S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)
45/82-2S/S

DSM/5-
45/82-S/3S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)
45/82-S/3S

DSM/4-
45/82-2S
DST/4-
(DSI/4-)
45/82-2S

DSM/4-
45/82-S/2S
DST/4-
(DSI/4-)
45/82-S/2S

G-45/95-P

D-60/82-P

D1SM/5-
60/82-P/S
D1ST/5-
D1SI/5-)
60/82-P/S

D1SM/5-
45/82-P/S
D1ST/5-(D-
1SI/5-)
45/82-P/S

D1SM/5-
30/82-P/S
D1ST/5-
(D1SI/5-)
30/82-P/S

DSM/5-30/
82-S/S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)
30/82-S/S

DST/5-(DSI/5-)
45/82-S/S

DST/5-(DSI/5-)
60/82-S/S

DSM/5-
60/82-2S/S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)
60/82-2S/S

DSM/5-
60/82-S/3S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)
60/82-S/3S

DSM/4-
60/82-2S
DST/4-
(DSI/4-)
60/82-2S

DSM/4-
90/82-2S
DST/4-
(DSI/4-)
90/82-2S

DSM/4-
90/82-S/2S
DST/4-
(DSI/4-)
90/82-S/2S

DKSM/4-
90/82-2S
DKST/4-
(DSI/4-)
90/82-2S

DSM/4-
60/82-S/2S
DST/4-
(DSI/4-)
60/82-S/2S

G-60/95-P

G-60/72-L/P

G-80/72-L/P

D-60/82-L/P

D-40/82-L/P

DST/5-
90/82-2S/S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)
90/82-2S/S

DSM/5-
90/82-S/3S
DST/5- (DSI/5-)
90/82-S/3S

G-60/95-L/P G-90/95-L/P G-80/95-L/P GO-60/95-P GO-80/95-L/P GO-90/95-L/PG-40/95-P

G-90/72-L/P

G-40/72-L/P

GC-45/72-P

GC-
45/95-P

GC-60/72-P

GC-
60/95-P

GC-60/72-L/P

GC-
60/95-L/P

GC-90/72-L/P

GC-
90/95-L/P

GC-80/72-L/P

GC-
80/95-L/P

DKSM/5-
45/82-S/B
DKST/5-
(DKSI/5-)
45/82-S/B

DKSM/5-
60/82-S/B
DKST/5-
(DKSI/5-)
60/82-S/B

DKSM/5-
90/82-S/B*
DKST/5-
(DKST/5-)  
90/82-S/B

DK-45/82-P DK-60/82-P DK-60/82-L/P DK-80/82-L/P DKK-45/82-M

DST/5-(DSI/5-)
45/82-S

DKK/5-
45/82-M/B 

DST/5-(DSI/5-)
45/82-SP47/S

DK-90/82-L/P DKK-60/82-M D-60/82/30-P

DST/5-(DSI/5-)
60/82-S

DREG-
60/82/32

DKK/5-
60/82-M/B

D-45/82/30-P

DST/5-(DSI/5-)
60/82-SP47/S

DREG-
45/82/32

GO- 
45/36-O

GO- 
60/36-O

GO- 
90/36-O

GO-
95/36/56-O

GO- 
45/36-V*

GOA- 
45/36-OV*

GOA- 
45/36-O

GOA- 
50/36-O 

GO-
60/36-OV*

GOA-
60/36-OV*

GOA-
60/36-O

GO-
90/36-OV*

GO-
90/36/56-O

GOA-
90/36-OV*

GO-
45/36/56-O

GOA- 
90/36-O

GO-
60/36/56-O

GO- 
50/36-O

G-30/72-P G-45/72-P G-60/72-P

G-45/72-PV* G-45/72-PV2*

G-45/57-P

D-90/82-L/P

D-80/82-L/P

T-45/121/
56-P

T-58/121/
56

T-60/121/
56-P

* CHECK THE AVAILABILITY FOR YOUR  
   CHOSEN KITCHEN DESIGN- THE FULL OFFER OF STANDARD CABINETS FOR YOUR CHOSEN   

   KITCHEN DESIGN IS AVAILABLE IN OUR KITCHEN STUDIOS

 
- IF YOU NEED CUSTOMIZED CABINETS, PLEASE CONTACT
  OUR POINT OF SALE

KITCHEN APPLIANCE CABINETS

KITCHEN APPLIANCE CABINETSCORNER CABINETS

CORNER CABINETS

KITCHEN APPLIANCE  
CABINETS

UP TO 136 cm IN HEIGHT + COUNTERTOPUP TO 82 cm IN HEIGHT + COUNTERTOP

UP TO 230 cm IN HEIGHT + CROWN MOULDING

UP TO 207 cm IN HEIGHT + CROWN MOULDING

DISH RACK CABINETS

U
N

D
ER

  
K

IT
C

H
EN

 S
IN

K

UNDER KITCHEN SINK

DISH RACK CABINETS

SHALLOW 
CABINETS

DPP37-
60/230-
P/P/P

49TH CORTESE AVENUE
42ND MARCHE AVENUE
33RD SAPERAVI AVENUE
38TH ELYSEE AVENUE
46TH YORK AVENUE

47TH SCOTT AVENUE
36TH NORDE AVENUE
43RD LUVAK AVENUE
32ND MALBEC AVENUE

84TH BOARD STREET
98TH ELYSEE STREET
97TH WEST STREET
85TH PLAY STREET 

87TH SMOOTH STREET
94TH CORTESE STREET
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DNZU2F- 
30/82-L/LU*

DPSM-60/82-S
DPST-(DPSI-)
60/82-S

DM-60/71 DM-60/57 DM-45/71 DM-45/57

DNZRF- 
30/82-L/LR*

DNW-105/82-P

DNW-90/82-P/P DNWU-90/82-P

GNZR-
30/95

GNWU-
60/95-P

GNZ- 
30/95

GNWU-
60/95-PV

GNZ- 
30/72 

DC-15/82-C DC-30/82-C

GNWU-
60/72-PV

GNZRF-
30/95-LRV*

GNZU2F-
30/95-LUV*

GNWU-
60/72-P

GNW-60/72-P/PGNZR- 
30/72 

GNZRF- 
30/72-LRV* 

GNZU2F- 
30/72-LUV* 

DNZ- 
30/82    

DNZR- 
|30/82

DNW-120/82-P

D-15/82

DSM/5-
15/82-
2S/S

G-15/95

G-15/72

D-30/82-P

D1SM/5-
30/82-P/S
D1ST/5-
(D1SI/5-)
30/82-P/S

DSM/5-
30/82-S/S
DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
30/82-S/S

DSM/5-
30/82-2S/S
DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
30/82-2S/S

DSM/5-
30/82-S/3S
DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
30/82-S/3S

D1SM/5-
45/82-P/S
D1ST/5-
(D1SI/5-)
45/82-P/S

DSM/5-
45/82-2S/S
DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
45/82-2S/S

DSM/5-
45/82-S/3S
DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
45/82-S/3S

D1SM/5-
60/82-P/S
D1ST/5-
(D1SI/5-)
60/82-P/S

DSM/5-
60/82-2S/S
DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
60/82-2S/S

DSM/5-
60/82-S/3S
DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
60/82-S/3S

DSM/5-90/82-2S/S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)90/82-2S/S

DSM/5-90/82-2SV/S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)90/82-2SV/S

DBSM/5-90/82-SV/B*
DBST/5-(DBSI/5-)90/82-SV/B*

DSM/5-90/82-S/3S
DST/5-(DSI/5-)90/82-S/3S

D1SM/5-
60/82-L/P/S
DST/5-
(D1SI/5-)
60/82-L/P/S

DKSM/5-
45/82-S/B
DKST/5-
45/82-S/B

DKSM/5-
60/82-S/B
DKST/5-
60/82-S/B

G-30/95-P

G-30/72-P

G-30/57-P

D-45/82-P

G-45/95-P

G-45/95-PV

G-45/72-P

G-45/57-P

G-45/72-PV

D-60/82-P

G-60/95-P

G-60/95-PV

G-60/72-P

G-60/57-P

G-60/72-PV

D-60/82-L/P D-90/82-L/P DK-45/82-P DK-60/82-P DK-60/82-L/P DK-80/82-L/P DK-90/82-L/P

G-60/95-L/P G-90/95-L/P

G-60/72-L/P

G-60/57-L/P

GO-45/36-O

GO-
45/36-OV

GO-50/36-O GO-60/36-O

GO-
60/36-OV

G-90/72-L/P GC-45/72-P GC-60/72-P GC-60/72-L/P GC-80/72-L/P GC-90/72-L/P

GI-5/95-B

GI-5/72-B

GS-45/14-3S POLCL-
45/28/20

POLCL-
60/28/20

POLCL-
90/28/20

GS-30/14-2S

GB/5-90/72-L/P/B*

GB/5-90/72-LV/PV/B*

GBO/5-90/57-OV/B*

GP-
30/72/95
-P*

GC-45/95-P GC-60/95-P GC-60/95
-L/P

GC-80/95
-L/P

GC-90/95
-L/P

DI-5/82-B

DB/5-90/82-
L/P/B*

DBK/5-90/82-
L/P/B*

DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
45/82-S/S

DST/5-
(DSI/5-)
60/82-S/S

G-80/72-L/P

D-40/82-L/P

G-80/95-L/PG-40/95-P

G-40/72-L/P

D-80/82-L/P

DKSM/5-
90/82-S/B*
DKST/5-
(DKST/5-)  
90/82-S/B*

DKK-45/82-M

DKK/5-
45/82-M/B 

DKK-60/82-M

DKK/5-
60/82-M/B

DSWT/5- 
(DSWI/5-) 
45/207-P/P

DSWT/5- 
(DSWI/5-) 
60/207-P/P

D-45/207-
P/P

D-30/207
-C/C

DL-60/207-P/P
DL/NT160-
60/207-P/P
DL/NT180-
60/207-P/P

DP- 
60/207- 
P/P

DPP45O-
60/207- 
P/O

DPP37O- 
60/207- 
P/O

DLO-60/230-
P/P/O
DL/NT160-
60/230-P/P/O
DL/NT180-
60/230-P/P/O

DP-60/230-
P/P/O

DO-45/230-
P/P/O

DREGTE-
60/207/32

DREG-
60/207/32

GOO-60/50-O GP35-60/43

Kasetta
Toretto
Frigg
Imperor
Gladio
Elenore
Draggo

Kasetta
Pierwsza Miłość
Tuzin Róż

CORNER CABINETS

CORNER CABINETS KITCHEN APPLIANCE CABINETS

KITCHEN APPLIANCE CABINETS

 * CHECK THE AVAILABILITY FOR YOUR CHOSEN KITCHEN DESIGN

- THE FULL OFFER OF STANDARD CABINETS FOR INDIVIDUALKITCHENS  
   IS AVAILABLE IN OUR KITCHEN STUDIOS
 
- IF YOU NEED CUSTOMIZED CABINETS, PLEASE CONTACT 
  OUR POINT OF SALE

UP TO 82 cm IN HEIGHT + COUNTERTOP

DISH RACK CABINETS

DISH RACK CABINETS

UNDER KITCHEN SINK

UP TO 230 cm IN HEIGHT + CROWN MOULDING

UP TO 207 cm IN HEIGHT + CROWN MOULDING

DNZREG-
30/207

DNZREGTE-
30/207

D-60/82/30-P

DST/5-(DSI/5-)
60/82-S

DREG-
60/82/32

D-45/82/30-P

DREG-
45/82/32

SHALLOW 
CABINETS

DC-45/82-C

GO-
95/36/56-O

GO-
90/36/56-O

GO-
45/36/56-O

GO-
60/36/56-O T-45/121/

56-P
T-58/121/
56

T-60/121/
56-P

GO-60/95-P GO-80/95-L/P GO-90/95-L/P

GOY-60/36-O
GOO-60/36-O

GOY-80/36-O
GOO-80/36-O

GOY-90/36-O
GOO-90/36-OGOO-60/50-O

GO-60/72-P

GO-80/72-L/P

GO-90/72-L/P

DPP37-
60/230-
P/P/P

DPSI/4-
60/207-
2S/P

DPP37SI/5- 
60/207-
2S/O

DPP45SI/5-
60/207-
2S/O

DPP37-
0/207-
P/O/O

DPP37SI/5-
60/207-
2S/O/O

D-45/207-
P/P

D-30/207
-P/P

ROYAL SENTIMA

CLASSIC
CABINET BODIES
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The information presented in the catalogue does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code. All data 
available in the catalogue are valid for the month in which it was submitted for printing (12/2021). The dimensions of the 
furniture may be subject to minor changes.  All the dimensions given are external dimensions (including finishes). Due 
to the limitations resulting from the printing technique, the colours reproduced in the catalogue may differ from the 
actual colours of the furniture offered and the product range of interior furnishings. Most of the furniture presented in 
the catalogue is sold in self-assembly packages. Only correct installation of furniture, i.e. compliant with the instructions, 
guarantees satisfaction with its use. Individual goods may be withdrawn from the offer if they are not available from the 
manufacturer. The product range available at individual points of sale may vary. 
 
Note: If you no longer need this catalogue, do not throw it away. Give it to someone who is interested. This way you will 
contribute to protecting the environment.
 

Black Red White S.A.
Krzeszowska 63
23-400 Biłgoraj

Poland 

E-mail: export@brwsa.pl
www.brw.eu


